SPA TREATMENTS

FULL BODY MASSAGE WITH COCONUT OIL …………… 60 MIN
Light

$60.00

Medium

$65.00

Deep / Sports $70.00

A pampering full body massage from head to toe using traditional island coconut oil. A blissful treat that will leave
you feeling refreshed, calm and relaxed.

BACK AND FOOT MASSAGE WITH COCONUT OIL…………… 45 MIN
$50.00
Your feet need pampering and attention too! Includes a back massage to help ease stressed and sore muscles.

MUSIRO FACE TREATMENT…………… 30 MIN
$20.00
A traditional face pack that the local women of Ibo wear. Deeply moisturizing and cleansing it is also an excellent
sunscreen and helps rejuvenate sun damaged and tired skin. It is proven to improve skin texture if worn regularly.
The musiro is made from the trunk and branches of the Quipalo tree; it is ground into a paste using a coral stone.
Please note: booking for this treatment needs to be a day in advance in order to prepare the mask.

MUSIRO HAND & FOOT TREATMENT…………… 20 MIN
$20.00
Using the wonderful and traditional Musiro paste feet and hands are given a deep moisturize leaving skin soft and
rejuvenated.
Please note: booking for this treatment needs to be a day in advance in order to prepare Ingredients.

BACK MASSAGE WITH COCONUT OIL …………… 30 MIN
$30.00
The use of our special island oil works like a charm on a stressed and tired back.

HAND AND FOOT MASSAGE WITH COCONUT OIL …………… 30 MIN
$20.00
Treat your hands and feet with our unique coconut oil massage perfect after a long day playing in the sand and sun
at the beach.

BACK AND LEG MASSAGE WITH COCONUT OIL …………… 45 MIN
$50.00
This massage focuses on relaxing back and stiff leg muscles – the perfect treatment after your journey to Ibo or a day
out doing our activities.

HYDRO BOOST FACIAL WITH HEALING EARTH …………… 60 MIN
$50.00
This moisture boosting facial using our unique hydrating repair mask, will leave your skin radiant and smooth after
only one treatment.

GLOW RADIANCE FACIAL WITH HEALING EARTH …………… 60 MIN
$60.00
This facial treatment is ideal for damaged skin caused by environmental factors, stress and lack of sleep. Your skin
will appear brighter and the texture more refined.

PURE BEING BODY BALANCE WITH HEALING EARTH…………… 90 MIN
$120.00
The ultimate 90 minutes of pamper with our unique massage techniques and island blended oils that concentrate on
healing and de-stressing the entire body. Should leave you refreshed and relaxed Ibo island style!

Lastly …
Relax and let us pamper you on an exotic island

- Join us on Facebook and upload some holiday pictures
- Follow us on Twitter
- Post on Trip Advisor
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